Biondi's photos to produce their own preliminary edition in Meghillot: Studies in the Dead Sea Scrolls v-vi [in Hebrew], and they determined that it belonged to another copy, 4QInstructionb (4q416).4 They designated the fragment as 4q416 frg. 23.5 Their transcription may have been hampered by the poor quality of the photograph because they offered no readings for letters on line 1 and misread the final letter on line 2.
After the Eshels' edition, Biondi produced another exhibition guide (2009) with the same image of the fragment, still erroneously labeled as 4q418.6 In subsequent years, two monographs on Instruction (John Kampen, 2011; Matthew Goff, 2013) have mentioned this fragment, both using the Eshels' designation.7 Elisha Qimron's edition followed the Eshels' identification of the fragment as 4q416 frg. 23, but he corrected the reading of the last letter on line 2 from a vav to a tav. 8 Qimron did not attempt to read any of the letters on the first line.
Although this edition addresses the brief publication history of the fragment, there is little that can be said about its provenance and authenticity. Beyond the details of this fragment's publication and incorporation into the Museum of the Bible Collection, there is little additional information available about who has owned this fragment or to which archaeological site or cave it might belong. Eshel and Eshel briefly state that it came from Khalil Eskander Shahin (Kando) but they do not account for how it came into Biondi's possession. 9 The only known copies of Instruction have come from the caves of Qumran, so it is certainly plausible that it came from the same site. However, it should also be noted that dss F.Instr1 and 4q418 frg. 148 overlap suspiciously in such a way that the text of dss F.Instr1 could have been copied from the more extensive text of 4q418. dss F.Instr1 only began to circulate in private collections (2003) a few years after 4q418 was published (1999). In other words, dss F.Instr1 contains no significant additions of words that were not already known after 4q418 was
